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The federal government’s much ballyhooed
success at reducing health care fraud has

only whetted its appetite, and Compliance Hotline
has learned specifics about what you can expect
over the next few months. Far from slowing its
recent initiatives, the surge in convictions, settle-
ments ,and exclusions all but guarantees these
efforts actually will increase, McCarty Thornton ,
Senior Counsel to the Health and Human
Services (HHS)  Office of Inspector General
(OIG) told a group of about 40 health care attor-
neys earlier this month. 

In a frank discussion before the Practicing Law
Institute’s Health Care Fraud & Abuse
Conference in Washington, DC, June 17,
Thornton sized up ongoing OIG investigations
and previewed a range of other OIG initiatives
from voluntary disclosure to a soon-to-be-
released advisory on gainsharing.

Thornton said Medicare and Medicaid anti-fraud
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OIG outlines coming attack on health care fraud

activities have saved $17 billion since the OIG’s
funding was boosted two years ago. “Results like
this give it a lifetime that goes on for many many
years,” he declared. “The credenzas of our attor-
neys are still stacked with very good cases.”

Here is a rundown of what Thornton says the
OIG now has on its plate:
s Gainsharing. Thornton says the OIG is

poised to address the issue of ‘gainsharing,’ which
looks at incentives offered to hospital physicians to
bring them in line with the goals of the hospital. An

Congress busy rewriting
Stark’s ‘self-referral’ laws

Hospitals and physicians seeking to establish
joint ventures without violating Medicare’s

myriad “self-referral” laws soon may get some
much-needed relief. Aides to Rep. Bill Thomas
(R-CA), who heads up the pivotal House Ways
and Means Health Subcommittee, say he is work-
ing on legislation that would entirely remove the
section of Stark II dealing with compensation
arrangements.

That would be a major break for hospitals and
physicians seeking joint venture opportunities,
according to Mary Grealy , counsel for the
Chicago-based American Hospital Association
(AHA). It would not only allow more flexibility in
the arrangements between hospitals and physi-
cians but also simplify compliance activities,
Grealy says. She adds that federal regulators
instead should rely on the antikickback statute,
which “requires at least some finding of intent” on
the part of the provider.

See DME plan , page 4

Final DME plan confl icts
with HCFA regs, critics say

On June 24, the Office of Inspector General
(OIG) released a hefty 80-page compliance

plan for durable medical equipment (DME) suppli-
ers that warns suppliers about myriad potential
billing violations and sets up potential roadblocks
between suppliers, physicians, and hospitals. The
new guidance also could make life difficult for any
hospital that sells even limited amounts of DME. 

More detailed than earlier model plans, the
DME guidance details no fewer than 47 specific

An exclusive look at the Inspector General’s latest blueprint for enforcement action
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OIG spokesman confirmed that an advisory will be
issued “within the next few weeks” but would not
specify the form it will take. 
s Patient anti-dumping statute. The govern-

ment’s efforts to nail providers under the anti-
dumping statute will continue, despite recent
criticism from physician groups. Prior to 1998,
the OIG never had more than 18 of these settle-
ments in a single year, but the recent increase
in OIG staff has changed that picture dramati-
cally. “Last year, we settled 53 cases under the
patient anti-dumping statute, and this year that
number will probably hit 70 or more,” says
Thornton. 
s PPS Transfer Project. One of the new initia-

tives the OIG is now pushing hard is the PPS
transfer project, which is looking at cases where
transferring hospitals received the full DRG pay-
ment instead of just the per diem. Thornton says
his office is looking at about 200 hospitals, but
there have been no settlements to date.
s Bacterial pneumonia upcoding project.

Also under way is the OIG’s bacterial pneumonia
upcoding project. According to Thornton, there are
numerous instances where DRG-79 (the most
costly form of pneumonia) was billed at 80% by
certain facilities, while others in the same locality
billed it at 3%. “Maybe there are explanations for
that but not always,” he says. That investigation is
also zeroing in on about 200 hospitals. So far,
there have only been several settlements worth
about $5 million.
s Stark “self-referral” laws. Thornton says

existing “self-referral” laws are “too complicated
and should be simplified” and that certain loop-
holes also should be eliminated. He predicts leg-
islative changes this year but does not favor whole-
sale repeal. “Our view is that the antikickback

statute is not a sufficient means to control the
rewarding of physicians,” he says. “Although the
Stark statute has had several areas of ambiguity, it
has established some core principles that have
been very effective and very useful over the last
few years.”
s Anti-kickback issues. The OIG hopes to

publish a series of new safe harbors shortly that
will address investments in group practices and
ambulatory surgical centers (ASCs). Many of
these safe harbors will be “fairly broad,” says
Thornton. They will include investments in entities
in underserved areas as well as physician recruit-
ment and sale of physician practices in these
areas. “You can gauge our basic attitude about
ASCs in advisory opinion 98-12,” he adds. “We
look at what the referring party is actually putting
into the deal in terms of needed services that are
actually rendered and documented as opposed to
what they are getting out,” he explains. “If that is
out of synch, that’s when our kickback bells go
off.”
s Physicians at Teaching Hospitals (PATH).

The OIG’s ongoing PATH investigation has gar-
nered five settlements worth $75 million, but
Thornton says his office does not plan to extend
that net any further. “There are another 30 hospi-
tals being audited, but that is all we intend to
do,” he reports. He also defends the investiga-
tion against charges that it has been applying a
new rule retroactively. “We hold people responsi-
ble to the rule that was in effect at the time,” he
says. “We are looking at the instructions that [fis-
cal intermediaries] were issuing in that locality at
the time.”
s Voluntary disclosure. Thornton calls the

OIG’s voluntary disclosure program “a disappoint-
ment” with only about 20 applicants and a handful
of resolutions to date. But he says Inspector
General June Gibbs Brown has made it very clear
she wants this program to succeed. Providers
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Senior congressional aides say efforts to sim-
plify Medicare “self-referral” laws gathered steam
last month shortly after the House Ways and
Means Health Subcommittee grilled top HCFA
officials over the complexity of the existing
statutes as well as the agency’s failure to issue a
final rule for Stark II. Those laws, passed in 1993,
extended the “self-referral” prohibitions to hospi-
tals, home health agencies and numerous other
providers.

Stark revisions
Continued from page 1

should bear in mind, he says, that the OIG knows
the best way to kill this program would be to
“come down hard” on the initial entrants. “There
are no guarantees, and it is not an amnesty pro-
gram,” he adds, “but we will give it very substan-
tial weight if there is a voluntary disclosure.”
s Three-day window project. Thornton

defends the scope of the OIG’s three-day window
project on the basis that problems turned up in
audits in the 1980s were “still rampant” in the
1990s. The result of that investigation has been
1,800 settlements worth $60 million to date. “It
involves a lot of hospitals because the notice that
was issued by the government was very clear for a
decade,” he says. “People were not getting the
message.” 

Thornton counsels attorneys that the presence
of compliance programs will be considered when
his office settles cases. “One should not underesti-
mate the effect of a good compliance plan on the
decision-making process of a prosecutor,” he
says. “That is evidence of the providers’ good faith
in attempting to abide by the rule.” 

He also notes that the $100 million devoted to
Medicare and Medicaid enforcement activities this
year will hit $160 million in three years and says
that number may continue to rise. “The effect of
this is quite dramatic,” he says. The size of the
OIG staff has doubled in recent years and is mov-
ing from 26 states three years ago to all 50 states.

Fueling this fire is a surge in the number of qui
tam fil ings in health care, which has “gone
through the roof,” says Thornton. These suits,
which numbered 17 in 1992, reached almost 300
last year and included many “high-dollar cases”
the government never would have found about
otherwise.

But Thornton admits the “whistle-blower” law is
“definitely not a perfect statute.” Some of these
suits are “riding on things we already know about,”
he says. “And sometimes we have government
employees that instead of turning over the situa-
tion to their supervisor go out and file a qui tam
suit. That is a separate problem.”

Nevertheless, the combined effect has been
unmistakable. In just two years, health care fraud
convictions climbed from 140 to 260 while civil set-
tlements increased from 250 to almost 1,000 and
Medicare and Medicaid exclusions shot up from
1,400 to more than 3,000. n

Role of attorneys coming
under federal scrutiny

The recent indictment of two attorneys as part of
a federal suit against Baptist Medical Center in

Kansas City, MO, (see Compliance Hotline ,
April 19, 1999, p. 1) could be a harbinger of
things to come, according to McCarty  Thornton,
senior counsel to the Health and Human Services
(HHS) Office of Inspector General (IG). 

“I am not accusing the bar of any widespread
participation in crime,” Thornton cautions. “But
having looked at a lot of cases coming across my
desk and documents that were designed by attor-
neys, it is hard to believe that the attorney didn’t
know that what was going on was a sham. The
legal structure that was attached to the kickback
was so apparently non-substantive that the attor-
ney must have known that the object of the trans-
action was to recompense for referral.” When that
happens, Thornton says attorneys switch from
being counsel to being participants in fraud.  

“If I was [a health care attorney] doing mostly
transactions and advice and I hadn’t really
thought about criminal law lately, I would check
out the crime fraud exception.” That exception
says the attorney/client privilege can’t be asserted
if the parties know the communication between
them furthers a crime or fraud. 

Thornton was careful to note he doesn’t antici-
pate a lot of attorney indictments, but his mes-
sage was unmistakable. “It would behoove
everybody to brush up on the crime fraud excep-
tion and think about how some of these things
could play out if your client gets in trouble for
kickbacks.” n
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"risk areas" that could trip up suppliers and other
providers. They range from traditional OIG targets
like telemarketing practices and certificates of
medical necessity (CMN) to more recent OIG
favorites such as the use of so-called "supply
closets." 

When the draft compliance plan for DME was
released in January, suppliers complained the
OIG had offered its own interpretations about
Medicare regulations not yet issued by the Health
Care Financing Administration (HCFA). And DME
representatives say the final plan is still ripe with
interpretations that conflict with prior rulings
issued by HCFA and its intermediaries.

One of those areas is a warning about the use
of supply closets. Suppliers maintain they amount
to nothing more than a limited number of items
stored with a physician or hospital to expedite the
training and discharge of a patient. But the OIG
says this practice could spell trouble if a supplier

Senior ‘fraud-buster’
program to go nationwide

AMedicare anti-fraud unit that uses senior citi-
zens to uncover billing problems has proven

so popular at the Department of Health and
Human Services (HHS) that the agency is pump-
ing another $7 million into the program and
expanding it almost nationwide. All told, HHS will
hand out 41 grants to help recruit and train retired
professionals to identify waste, fraud, and abuse
in Medicare and Medicaid, the agency announced
last week.

The Senior Medicare Patrol Project grants, as
they are called, include 29 new and 12 renewed
grants that will be distributed among 39 states.
The grants are designed to train a volunteer
army of retired professionals including physi-
cians, nurses, accountants, law enforcement
personnel, and attorneys, to work with Medicare
and Medicaid beneficiaries to spot overbilling
and overcharging. n

offers a physician or other referral source "more
than fair market value" for space rented to store
supplies. "We are not saying they can't be used,"
says OIG spokesperson Alwyn Cassil . "We’re
saying that they may lead to potential violations of
the anti-kickback statute if they are not structured
properly."

A similar trouble spot is the use of cover letters
that suppliers send to physicians attached to
CMNs, says Kathy Ladipo , manager of regulato-
ry affairs at the Alexandria-VA-based National
Association for Medical Equipment Services. 

That provision seems to contradict a recent
HCFA memorandum stating that it can’t regulate
cover letters, says Ladipo. "Yet the compliance
plan seems to imply cover letters are something
that suppliers can get in trouble for."

But Cassil maintains that even without a federal
regulation, it is within the OIG's bounds to include
areas such as this as a potential risk area. "We
continue to put suppliers on notice that these are
potential risk areas if not done properly," she
says.

The final guidance is now available on the
Internet at www.dhhs.gov/progorg/oig. n

Continued from page 1

DME plan

There is now a broad consensus in Congress
that major changes are needed. A senior aide to
the law’s original author, Rep. Pete Stark (D-CA),
says Stark himself is ready to see parts of his
namesake revised and, in some cases, eliminated. 

“I think this might be the year we do see some
revision,” predicts Grealy. But less certain is the
vehicle for those revisions. Amendments to Stark
could be attached to a bill that makes changes in
the Balanced Budget Act of 1997 or one that pro-
poses a Medicare reform package. But neither of
those bills is certain.

Grealy says any legislation dealing with fraud
and abuse will be high profile and require biparti-
san support. Ironically, the need for that bipartisan
support probably also means the Stark laws will
not be repealed in their entirety.

Brent Miller , director of government affairs at
the Medical Group Management Association, is
optimistic about the chances of revising Stark this
year. But he cautions that if those changes are
not passed, there is little chance they will be
passed next year during an election year. “And
that means it probably won’t happen for a long
time,” he says. n


